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Memorandum 64-46 

Subject: Study No. 34{t) - UnitoI'Ll Rules of Evidence (;;;vidence Code-
Division 7--Opinion Testimony and Scientific Z~vidence) . 

Attached is text of Division 7 relating to opinion testimony and scien·· 

titic evidence. Also attached are the COIIIIIlission I s Comments for this 

Division. We do not plan to disCUGS these comments at the July meeting. 

HmTever, we would appreciate it if you would mark on the attached copy any 

revisions you believe should be made in the comments and turn it in to us 

at the meeting. 

Comments from interested persons on the tentative recommendation in the 

printed pamphlet ,Till be reviewed at a subsequent meeting.. The pamphlet 

C was not distributed in time to t-ermit receipt of comments in time for the 

July meeting. One comment ;ras received ttAt raises. a questiOn of :policy that 

is considered below in connection lTith Section 802. other questions are 

c 

raised by the staff in this memorandum. 

Organization 

Is the organization of this division satisfactory,' 

Section 800 

This section appeared in the printed pamphlet as subdivision (l) of Rule 

56. Section 800 is in precisely the same language as previously approved by 

the COIIIIIlission except that subdivision (b) has been revised to insert the 

phrase tlor to the determination of any disputed fact that is of consequence 

to the determination of the action" in place of the phrase "or to the deter-

mination of the fact in issue." The reason for this change is that the 
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Cor.unission has consistently avoided using the term "in issue" throughout 

the ~yidence Code because of the ambiguity in its meaning. Does the Com-

mission approve this change? 

Section 801 

This section appears in the samc form in which it lias previously approved 

as subdivision (2) of Rule 56 excep~,; that the definecl term "rule of law" 

has been substituted for "decisional or statutory lall of this State" in 

subdivision (b). 

Section 802 

'l.'his section is in substantially the same form as previously approved 

by the Commission as Rule 57. ~!r. Laurence Baker, Chairman of the Northern 

Sect,ion of the State Bar Committee, raises a question of policy in regard 

to this section [Rule 57): 

In reviewing the printed tentative recommendation and study 
on Article VII (Expert and Other Opinion Testimony), I find that 
in the original tentative recon:mendation of the Lan Revision 
Commission, Rule 57, Section (1) provided in part that a rltness 
testifying in terms of an opinion may state, on direct examination, 
the matter upon which the opinion is based. Section (2) of Rule 
57 provided that the judge might require the lritness to be first 
examined concerning the matter upon which the opinion is based. 
f,;; so worded, the state Bar Committee approved Rule 57. 

I find now that Rule 57 provides in part that an opinion 
'fitness !!!Sr. state, on direct examination, the matter upon which 
his opinion is based. Section (2) now provides that before 
testifying 10 the form of an opinion the witness shall first 
be examined concerning the matter upon which the opinion is based, 
unless the judge, in his discretion, dispenses lrith this require
ment. I have difficulty in avoiding the viev -i;hat there is some 
inconSistency in these two subdivisions. 

You will recall that there ,ras considerable discussion and much differ-

ence of oPinion in connection vith the approval of Rule 57 in the form set 

out in the printed pamphlet.. Under existing lan, 11hen a 'ritness is testi-
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tying in the form of an opinion tha-:; is based upon 11is personal observation 

of the facts, the witness is permitted to express l1is opinion without speci

fyiUG the matter upon which it is based. Lemley v. Doalt Gas Engine Co., 

40 Cal. P.pp. 146, 180 Pac. 671 (1919 )(hearing denied). See Professor Chad

bourn's discussion in the printed pampblet at 937-939. en the other hand, 

if a 1r1tness has no personal knowledge of the matter upon llhich his opinion 

is based, his examination must be conducted in such a fashion that the 

mat"ter upon which the opinion is based is stated to the tl'ier of fact for 

the purpose of weighing the applicability of the opinion in light of the 

existence or nonexistence of the basis for the opinion as found by the trier 

of fact. See discussion in Lemley v. Doak Gas Engine Co., supra, and 

Professor Chadbourn's discussion in the printed P&W2hlet at 939-942. 

The thrust of this section as presently drafted "ould be to substantially 

change the existing law in regard to the necessity of stating the matter 

upon uhich an opinion is based bcfore a witness is permitted to express an 

opinion. Subdivision (a) of Section 802, standing alone, restates without 

subs"tantive change existing Section 1872 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 

,rhich is discretionary in form. On the other hanel, subdivision (b) of 

Section 802 states a rule that is applicable under the present law only to 

exauination of witnesses who express an opinion based upon matter about which 

they have no personal knowledge. 

'l'he staff believes that subdivisions (a) and (b) are inherently incon

sistent as suggested by Mr. Baker and believes that the inconsistency should 

be remedied by striking all of subdivision (b) and retaining as Section 802 

only the language that presently appears in subdivision (a). 
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',.his section restates l,ithout; substantive chanGO the previously approved 

oo'o':;er appearing as subdivision (j) of Rule 56. 

Sec'oicn 804 

'.chis section is the same as previously approvecc Dule 57.5. There is 

one ~uestion in regard to this section that the Commission should consider. 

~L'his section grants to a party the right to call as a ,fitness and ex-

amine as if under cross-examination a person upon "hose statement or opinion 

an e;~pert "fitness at the hearing has relied. In many respects, this grants 

a riGht to a party that is similar to a party's riGht to examine an adverse 

party under existing Code of Civil rTocedure Section 2055. However, Section 

801, as presently drafted spells out none of the detail in regard to the 

examination and cross-examination of a person ',ho is calice:. as a witness 

under its terms. It is believed that the intended effect of subdivision (a) 

is as stated in the following alternative subdivision (a). The ~uestion to 

be e:.ccided is whether the detailed statement containecl in -;;his alternative 

subclivision (a) should be inclucled in the statute. The s'caff makes no 

recommendation in this regard other;;han to present 'ohe alternative for your 

consideration. 

(a) If a ~;itness testifying as an expert 'oestifies that his 
opinion is based in whole or in part upon the opinion or statement 
of another person, such other person ~ be called as a witness 
and examined by any party to the action. If such other person 
is called as a witness by any party other than the party first 
calling the expert witness: 

(1) He ~ be examined as if under cross-examination at 
any time during the presentation of evidence oy the party calling 
the uitness concerning the subject matter of his opinion or statement. 

(2) The party calling such person is not bound by his testi
mony J and his testimony may be rebutted by the party calling him 
by other evidence. 

(3) He ~ be cross-examined by each party to the action in 
such order as the judge directs, but parties "ho a:ce represented 
by the same attorney shall be deemed to be a si~e party. 
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One further question may be rained in connection "i"C,l 'ollis section and 

,ritllout regard to whether the suggested alternative in accepted or rejected: 

If the Commission affirms its decision to permit ,·ride open cross-examination, 

should a party who calls a person mentioned in Section 804 be limited to 

exanination as if under cross-examination "concerninG the subject matter of 

his opinion or statement" or shoul': such examination be permitted as to 

"any fact or matter relevant to the action"? The alternative language 

sUGGested is taken from the ne" section defining the scope of cross-examin-

ation "enerally (Section TIl). Gee l1emorandum 64-!~5. 

Section 805 

~[,his section is substantially ".;he same as the matter previously approved 

as subdivision (4) of Rule 56. 

Section 830 

~his section restates Code of Civil Procedure Section l845.5 without 

subs".;antive change. 

Section 870 

~his section substantially restates existing sub<".ivision lO of Section 

l870 of the Code of Civil Procedure. You will recall that the Commission 

determined to defer taking any action on subdivisions 9 and 10 of Section 

l870 (except to recommend the deletion of the last clause in subdivision 9-

see printed pamphlet at 921) until Professor Degnan. had completed his re-

search study. Professor Degnan discusses these subdivisions in Part VI of 

his study at pages l49-15l. His conclusion (p. l5l) is as follows: 

The remainder of subdivision (9) and all of subdivision (lO) 
should also be repealed. This is not beCause they are not accurate 
enough as statements of admissibility, but because ~lhen coupled 
llith the language which they qualify they are rJade to appear as 
exceptions to a strict rule against opinion. Ho such rule presently 
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exists. Indeed,it began to disappear before the turn of the 
century. California cases early came to acceptance of an 
important qualification, that the opinion rule lias of necessity 
subject to exception ",hen the sense perceptions of the ,fitness 
could not accurately portray to the jury the conclusions which 
those perceptions produced in the mind of the ;.,itness. [Citations] 
Doth cases give lists of admissible lay opinion far broader in 
scope than those provided in subdivisions (9) and (10). 

He have not included >.;he remainder of subdivision 9 in this division 

because any reasonable statement of a person's qualification to give an 

opinion as to the identity of another necessarily vould duplicate the pre-

cise conditions of admissibility stated in Section 800. Ho"ever, we have 

res'~ated all of subdivision 10 because it is not en'al'ely clear that the 

persons presently mentioned in subdivision 10 woule, necessarily meet the 

qualifications expressed in Section 800. Thus, for example, the mere fact 

that the ,fitness was a subscribing "itness to a wrHing, the validity of 

llhicb is in dispute, that 'ras signed by the person "hose mental sanity is 

in question "ould not necessarily insure his qualification to express an 

opinion concerning the sanity of the signer under the conditions specified 

in ::ection 800. It is almost inconceivable, however, that an intimate ac-

quaintance could not satisfy the conditions of Section 800 (unless the Court 

,rere to narrmrly construe Section 800 so as to preclude any expression of 

opinion concerning mental sanity). 

The staff believes that the inclusion of Section 870 ,rould continue 

without substantive change the existing law regardill[; the expression of 

opinion as to the mental sanity of a person, i.e. , H uould be an express 

linitation upon Section 800 so as to preclude nonexperts from expressing an 

opinion as to mental sanity unless they met the conditions specified in 

Sec~.;ion 870. See Commission Comment to Section 870. If the Commission 

~ 
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desires to continue the existing la" "ithout chance, the staff suggests the 

approval of Section 870. On the other hand, if the Co=ission desires to 

permit other nonexperts to express an opinion concerning tIle mental sanity 

of a person, the staff suggests that there be added n su __ ~division (c) (or, 

alternatively, to substitute the SUGGested sUbdivision (c) for all of sub-

division (a)) to read as foUmlS: 

(c) The witness meets t:le requirements specified in Section 800. 

The staff rec=ends against the only remaining alternative of deleting 

Sec"cion 870. 

Sections 890-896 

These sections recodify the Uniform ilct on Blood Tests to Determine 

Paternity that is presently contained in Code of Civil ~rocedure Sections 

1980.1-1980.7. Minor ,lOrd changes have been made to conform the language 

of these sections to definitions contained in the Evidence Code. 

'.dIe staff has no other matters to raise in connection "ith this division. 

I'espectfully Sublilitted, 

Jon D. Smock 
!.ssociate Counsel 
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200-801 

DIVISION 7. OPINION TESTIIiONt AND SCIEnlIl'IC EVIDL!:NCE 

Cfu'\FT~-:R 1. EXPER1' AND Cll'HER OPINION T ;3'lIl ;Qlof.:' 

ArticJe l~ Expert and othel' Opinion Testimoi":::Y Generally 

800. Opinion testimony by lay 1'i ti1eSS. 

8oo~ If a witness is not tC:Jtifying aG ar.l. e~~~)ert} his opinions are 

lini"i;et. to such opinions as are: 

(a) Rationally based 0:1 the perception of the vit:>ess; and 

(b) Helpful to a clear u!1de::c-canding of his -~es-cimony. 

801. Opinion testimo~- by expert. 

801. If a 11itness is testifying as an exper-'~J his opinions are 

limi-cec1 to such opinions as are: 

(,,) "elated to a subj ect tha-~ is suf':"iciently bqoml common experience; 

too-" -che o.pinion of an expert ,rould assist the trier of fae'c; and 

(b) Based on matter (includin;:; his special k:'10vled;>e, skill, experience, 

training, and. education) percej:vell by or personall:~,' l:r.l.O'inl ·co the witness or 

macle Imown to him at or before the "earing, whethel' or no':; admissible, that 

is of a type commonly relied upon by experts in forLung an opinion upon the 

subject to >!hich his testimony rela'ces, unless a l'\;~e of law precludes such 

!JR"ter from being used by an expel""" as a basis fOT -is opinion. 
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802. S"Gatemen-i; of basis cf opi:::tio,~. 

} iev. -:Cor Sep.t .1964 Jv'.eeting 
802-804 

802. A t'li tnes s testi:::~'~L\~ in the form 0= ,::i.l opinion may state 

on direct e~~amination the reasons :2'0:1.' his o!Jiniol1 anh -:"'he 1Y:8.tter upon 

"hich it is based, unless a rule of la;T precludes such reasons or matter 

from being used as a basis for his opinion. 

803. Opinion based on iIllJ?roper matter. 

803. The judge may, and upon objection shall, excluc.e testimony in the form 

of an opinicn that is based in whole or in signifiean-c part on matter that is not 

a p"'oller basis fer such an opinion. In such case, -:he ,r1-cness oay then state his 

opinion after excluding from consiCcration the mat-eel' deter!llined to be iIIlJ?roper-. 

804. Opinion based on opinion or statement of another. 

804. (a) If a wi~ness ~estifying as an expert testifies that his 

opinion is based in -whole or jon :part upon the opinion or statement of 

another person, such other person may be called and examined as if under 

ero~o-e:;;aminaticn concerning the 3u'Dject matter of 1:i6 opinicn or statement 

by any adverse party. 

(b) Nothing in this section makes admissible an expert opinion that 

is inadmissible because it is based in whole or in part on the opinion or 

statement of another person. 

(c) An expert opinion otherwise admissible is not inadmissible 

because it is based on the opinion or statement of a person who is unavail-

ablefor cross-examination pursuant to this section. 
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805. Opinion on ultimate issu~~ 

805. Testimony in the form of an opinion that is othenlise a.dmissible 

under this article is not objectionable because it ~braces the ultimate issue 

to be decided by the trier of fact. 

Article 2. Opinion Testimony in Eminent Dorrain Cases 

830. Opinion testimony in eminent domain cases. 

830. In an eminent dOlIlJ.in proceeding, a 'fitness otherwise qualified 

!mY testify with respect to ehe value of the real property, including any 

improvements situated thereon,or the value of any interest in the real property 

to be taken, and he n:ay testif,; 01' direct examination as to Lis knowledge of 

the ~ount paid for compa.able property or property interests. In rendering 

his opinion as to the highest and best use and market value of the property 

sought to be condemned, the witness ·shall be permitted to consider and give 

evidence as to the nature ano. value of the improvements and the character 

of the existing USes being rrade of the properties in the general viCinity 

of the property sought to be conde~~ed. 

[Note: The recommendation on opinion testimony in eminent domain and 
inverse condemnation proceedings would add a number of sections to this 
article in lieu of Section 830.] 
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870-892 

Article 3. Opinion Iestinony Oil Particu.la,-, l:~at'i:;el's 

870. C!J2inion as to sanity. 

870. A witness may state his opir.:ion as to t"e sanity of a 

pel'son when: 

(a) The witness is an intimate acquaintance of the person whose 

sanity is in question; 

(b) The witness was a subscribing witness to ~ ,rriting, the validity 

of IT11ic11 is in dispute, signed by 'c~le person whose sanity is in 

question or 

(c) The witness is qualified under Section cOO or dOl to testify in ohe 

form of an opinion, 

CHAPTER 2.. BLOOD TESTS TO DETERMINE PATERNITY 

890. Short title. 

890. Ihis chapter may be cite-i as the Uniflmn Act on Blood Tests to 

Deter~ine Paternity. 

891. Interpretatiun 

891. This act shall be so inteI'"'preted and construed as to effectuate 

its general purpose to make uniform the la" of those states which enact it. 

892. Order for blood tests in civil actiors involving paternity. 

892. In a civil action in which pate:-nity is a relevant fact, the 

court me.y upon its cwn initiative 0;" upon suggestion Iade by or on behalf of 
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832-894 

any person "hose blood is involved, fi.l'ld stall upon motion of E:IlY pari;y to 

the action made at a time so as not to delay the proceedings unduly, 

order the mother, child, and alleged father to sutmit to blood tests. If 

any party refuses to dubmit to such tests, the court ~~y resolve the question 

of paternity against ~uch party or e~for~e its order if the rights of others 

and the interests of justice 60 require. 

893. Tests made by experts. 

893. The tests shall be made by experts qualified as examiners of 

blood types who shall be appointed by the court. ~'he experts shall be 

called by the court as witnesses to testify to their findings and shall 

be subject to cross··examination by t,'!e parti.es. Any party or person at 

whose suggestion the tests have been ordered rray derrand that other experts, 

qualified as examiners ot: blo::Jd tYlles;. per form inde>pendent tests under orde.r 

of the court, the results of wLich =y be offer eO. in evidence. 'l'he number 

and qualifications of such experts she.ll be determined by the court. 

894. Compensation of expel'i:s. 

894. The compensation of each expert vitness appointed ~y the court 

shall te fixed at a reesor.able amount. It shall be paid as the> court shall 

order. The court may order that it be paid by che parties in such propovtions 

and at such times as it shall prescribe, or that the proportion of any party 

be paid by th8 couuty, and that, after payment by the parties or the county 

or both, all or part or none of it be taxed as costs in the action. The 

fee of a1) expert witness called by a party but not appointed by the court 

shall be paid by the party calling him but shall not be taxed as costs in 

the action. 
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895. Determina tion Cl.~ :pa.:t~~!E:':;Y' 

895. It' the court finds that the cClnclusio01g of 6.ll the eXi?ert~, 

as disclosed by the evi.dence lased upon the tests, are that the alleged 

father is not the father of '~he ~hi1d., the 'luest;.on of paternity shall be 

resolved acccrdingly· If the ex-gerts disagree in therr findings or con-

elusions, thd question shoJI be 3ubmi tted upon all the evidence. 

896. Limitation ol'~Eplicati~_in crihli~!_ll'.a~te£s...: 

896. This chC:lrcer 3.pplJ.eo to criminal actions subject to the foJ~CCi'ing 

limitations and ~rovisions: 

(a) An order for the tests shall be made only upon application of a 

party or on the court's initiative. 

(b) The compensation of the experts shall be paid by the county under 

order of court. 

(c) The court may l..lrect a verdict of acquittal upon the conclullioDF-. 

of all the experts under the provisions of Section 895; otherwise, the caBe 

sha.ll be submitted for n.eterrninatj.on upon all the evidence. 
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DIVISION 7. OPINION TESTIMONY AND scmNTIFIC EVIDENCE 

§ 800. Qpinion testimony by lay witness. 

COlIlIlIent. This section states the conditions under which a witness may 

testify in the form of an opinion when the witness is not testifying as an 

expert. Except for minor language changes, this section is the same as sub-

division (1) of Rule 56 of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. Subdivision (a) 

of Section 800 permits such a witness to give his opinion only if the opinion 

is based on his own perception. This restates a requirement of existing 

california law, Stuart v. Dotts, 89 Cal. App.2d 683, 201 P.2d 820 (1949). 

See discussion in Manney v. Housing Authority, 79 Cal. App.2d 453. 459-460, 

180 P.2d 69, 73 (1947). Subdivision (b) permits the witness to give such 

opinions as "are helpful to a clear understanding of his testimony or to tl,.c, 

determination of any disputed fact that is of consequence to the determimt:':-. 

of the action. TO This, too, is a restatement of existing California law. ,. 'c 

T~nt~e RecOlllmendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Ev~~::·:·. 

tArticle VII. Expert and Other Opinion Testimon,v), 6 CAL. rAW REVISION CO:L: 

REP., BEC. & STUDms 931-935 (1964). 

~ 801. Opinion Testimony by expert.:. 

COlllment. Section 801 deals with opinion testimony of a witness testifying 

l:S an expertj it sets the standard for admissibi::'ity of such testimony. It 

is based on subdivision (2) of Rule 56 of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. 

Two matters of general application in this section and elsewhere in this 

article on expert and other opinion testimony should be noted. First, the -
word "opinion" is used consistently in this article to include all opinioJ1~. 
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Prepared for July 1964 Meeting 

inferences, conclusions, and other subjective statements made by a witness • 

.2~~, the word "matter" is uniformly used throughout this article to encom" 

pass facts, data, and such matters as a witness' knowledge, experience, and 

other intangibles upon which an opinion may be based. 'rhus, every conceivable 

basis for an opinion is included within this term. Use of these inclusive 

terms avoids unnecessary and lengthy repetition. 

Subdivision (a) of Section 801 relates to when an expert may give his 

opinion upon a subject that is within the scope of his expertise. It provides 

a rule substantially the same as the existing California law, namely, that 

expert opinion is limited to those subjects that are beyond the competence of 

persons of common experience, training, and education. See People v. Dole, 

47 Cal.2d 99, 103, 301 P.2d 854, 856 (1956). For examples of the variety of 

subjects upon which expert testimony is admitted, see WITKIN, CALIFORNIA 

EVIDENCE §§ 190-195 (1958). 

Subdivision (b) states a general rule in regard to the permissible bases 

upon which the opinion of an expert may be founded. The California courts 

have III«.de it clear that the nature of the matter upon which an expert may 

base his opinion varies from case to case. In some fields of expert knowledge, 

an expert may rely on statements made by and information received from other 

persons; in some other fields of expert knowledge, an expert may not do so. 

For example, a phySician may rely on statements made to him by the patient 

concerning the history of his condition. People !. Wilson, 25 Cal.2d 341, 153 

P.2d 720 (1944). A pr;ysician may also rely on reports and opinions of other 

physicians. Kelley v. Bailey, 189 Cal. App.2d 728, 11 Cal. Rptr. 448 (1961); 

Hope v. Arrowhead & Puritas Waters, Inc., 174 Cal. App.2d 222, 344 P.2d 428 
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(1959). An expert on the valuation of real or ~ersonal ~r~erty, too, may 

rely on inquiries made of others, con:mercial re~orts, market quotations, ~',nd 

relevant sales known to the witness. Ee'tts v. Southern Cal. Fruit ExchaI.!.~~, 

144 Cal. 402, 77 Pac. 993 (1904); Eammond Lumber Co. v. County of Los AIlIil~~' 

104 Cal. A~. 235, 285 Pac. 896 (1930); Glantz v. Freedma~, 100 Cal. A~p. 611, 

280 Pac. 704 (1929). On the other hand, an expert on automobile accidents 

mal' not rely on the statements of others as a partial basis for an opinion as 

to the point of impact, whether or not the statements would be admissible evi

dence. Hodges v. Severns, 201 Cal. A~.2d 99, 20 Cal. Rptr. 129 (1962); 

Ribble v. Cook, III Cal. A~.2d 90B,. 245 P.2d 593 (1952). See also Behr v. 

County of Santa Cruz, 172 Cal. Ap~.2d 697, 342 P.2d 987 (1959)(report of fire 

ranger as to cause of fire held inadmissible because it was based primari:!.y 

u~on statements made to him by other persons). 

Likewise, under existing law, irrelevant or speculative matters are not G, 

prO?er basis for an expert's opinion. See Roscoe Moss Co. v. Jenkins, 55 Cal. 

A~.2d 369, 130 P.2d 477 (1942)(expert may not base ~inion upon a compariso~ 

if the matters compared are not reasonable comparable); Pe~le v. Luis, 158 GaJ •• 

185, 110 Pac. 580 (1910)(~hysician may not base ~inion as to ~erson's feeble

mindedness merely upon the person's exterior ap~earance); Pe~le v. Dunn, 46 

Cal.2d 639, 297 J?2d 964 (1956)(speculative or conjectural data); Long v. Cal-

Western States L~_fe-1..ns. Co,., 43 Cal.2d 871, 279 p.2d 43 (1955)(speculative or 

conjectural data); Eise=yer v. Leonar<!!, 148 Cel. 596, 84 Pac. 43 (1906) 

(speculative or conjectural data). ~are ,Pe~le v. Wochni~, 98 Cal. A~p.2d 

124, 219 P.2d 70 (1950)(expert may not give opinion as to the truth or falsity 

of certain statements on basis of lie detector test), with People v. Jones, 
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42 Cal.2d 219, 266 P.2d 38 (1954)(psychiatrist may consider an examination 

given under the influence of sodium pentathol--the so-called "truth serum"-

in forming an opinion as to the mental state of the person examined). 

The variation in the permissible bases of expert opinion is unavoidable in 

light of the wide variety of subjects upon which such opinion can be offered. 

In regard to some matters of expert opinion, an expert must, if he is going 

to give an opinion that will be helpful to the jury, rely on reports, state

ments, and other information ~1at might not be admissible evidence. A physician 

in many instances cannot make a diagnosis without relying on the case history 

recited by the patient or on reports from various technicians or other physicians. 

Similarly, an appraiser must rely on reports of sales and other market data if 

he is to give an opinion that will be of value to the jury. In the usual case 

where a physician's or an appraiser's opinion is required, the adverse party 

also will have its expert who will be able to check the data relied upon by 

the adverse expert. On the other hand, a police officer can analyze skid 

marks, debris, and the condition of vehicles that have been involved in an 

accident without relying on the stat~ents of bystanders; and it seems likely 

that the jury would be as able to evaluate the statements of others in the 

light of the physical facts, as interpreted by the officer, as would the officer 

himself. It is apparent that the extent to which an expert may base his opin

ion i.1l'On the statements of others is far from clear. It is at least clear, 

however, that it is permitted in a number of instances. See Young v. Bates 

Valve Bag Corp., 52 Cal. App.2d 86, 96-97, 125 P.2d 840, 846 (1942), and cases 

therein cited. ct. People v. Alexander, 212 Cal. App.2d 84, 27 Cal. Rptr. 720 

(1963). 

§ 801 
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It is not practical to formulate a detailed statutory rule that lists all 

of the matters upon which an expert may properly base his opinion, for it 

would be necessary to prescribe specific rules applicable to each field of 

expertise. This is clearly impossible; the subjects upon which expert opinion 

may be received are too numerous to make statutory prescription of applicable 

rules a feasible venture. It is possible, however, to formulate a general 

rule that specifies the min:lmum requisites that must be met in every case, 

leaving to the courts the task of determining particular detail within this 

general framework. This standard is expressed in subdivision (b) of Section 

801, which states a general rule that is applicable whenever expert opinion 

is offered on a given subject. 

Under subdivision (b), the matter upon which an expert's opinion is based 

must meet each of three separate but related tests. First, the matter must 

be perceived by or personally known to the witness or must be made known to 

him at or before the hearing at Which the opinion is expressed. This reqtlir·>· 

ment assures the expert's acquaintance with the facts of a particular case 

either by his personal perception or observation or by means of assuming facts 

not personally known to the witness. §",~, and without regard to the means 

by which an expert familiarizes himself with the matter upon which his opinion 

is based, the matter relied upon by the expert in forming his opinion must be 

of a type commonly relied upon by experts in forming an opinion upon the sub

ject to which the expert's testimony relates. In large measure, this assures 

the reliability and trustworthiness of the information used by experts in 

forming their opinions. Third, an expert may not base his opinion upon any 

matter that is declared by the constitutional,' statutory, or. decisional law 

§80l 
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of this State to be an improper basis for an opinion. For example, the state-

ments of bystanders as to the cause of a fire may be considered reliable for 

some purposes by an investigator of the fire, particularly when coupled with 

physical evidence found at the scene, but the courts have determined this to 

be an improper basis for an opinion since the trier of fact is as capable as 

the expert of evaluating such statements in light of the physical facts as 

interpreted by the expert. Behr v. County of Santa Cruz, 172 Cal. App.2d 697, 

342 P.2d 987 (1959). 

The rule stated in subdivision (b) thus permits an expert to base his 

opinion upon reliable matter, whether or not admissible, of a type normally 

used by experts in forming an opinion upon the subject to which his expert 

testimony relates. In addition, it provides assurance that the courts and 

the Legislature are free to continue to develop specific rules regarding the 

proper bases for particular kinds of expert opinion in specific fields. See, 

~, Section 830 (recodifYing Code of Civil Procedure Section 1845.5, which 

dealS with valuation experts in eminent domain cases). Subdivision (b) thus. 

provides a sensible standard of admiSSibility while, at the same time, it 

continues in effect the discretionary power of the courts to regulate abuses, 

thereby retaining in large measure the existing California la". 

] 802. Statement of basis of opin:.on. 

Comment. Subdivision (a) supersedes and restates without substantive 

change a portion of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1872. 

Subdivision (b) requires a witness to give the basis for his opinion before 

stating it, but also permits the judge in his discretion to dispense with this 

requirement. Undar existing California law, a witness testifYing from his 
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examined concerning such facts before testifying in the form of opinion; his 

persor~l observation is a sufficient basis upon which to found his opinion. 

Lumbermen's Mut. Cas. Co. v. Industrial Acc. Comm'n, 29 Cal.2d 492, 175 P.2d 

823 (1946); Hart v. Olson, 68 Cal, App.2d 657, 157 P.2d 385 (1945); Lemley v. 

Doak Gas Engine Co., 40 Cal. App. 146, 180 Pac. 671 (1919)(hearing denied). 

On the other hand, where a witness testifies in the form of opinion not based 

upon his personal observation, the assumed facts upon lfhich his opinion is based 

must be stated. Eisenmayer v. Leonardt, 148 Cal· 596, 84 Pac. 43 (1906); 

Lemley v. Deak Gas Engine Co.,~. No California case has been found in 

which a lfitness \,as permitted to state his opinion based on facts not observed 

by him without also specifying, either generally or in detail, the assumed 

facts upon which his opinion is based, i.~, stating such facts hypothetically 

for the purpose of allowing the trier of fact to weigh the applicability of 

the opinion in light of the existence or nonexistence of such facts. See 

Lemley v. Desk Gas Engine Co., supra. Under subdivision (b), the reCluirement 

that the facts upon which an opinion is based must be stated before giving an 

opinion is tempered with the discretionary authority of the judge to dispense 

with this reCluirement in appropriate cases. 

§ 803. Opinion based on improJler matter. 

Comment. Under Section 803, as under existing law, an opinion may be held 

inadmissible or may be stricken if it is based wholly or in substantial part 

upon improper considerations. Whether or not the opinion should be held inad-

missible or stricken will depend in a particular case on the extent to which the 

improper considerations have influenced the opinion. "The Cluestion is addressed 

to the discretion of the trial court." People v. Lipari, 213 Cal. App.2d 485, 

493, 28 Cal. Rptr. 808, 813-814 (1963). See discussion in ~ity of GilrQY v. 
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Filice, 221 CaL App.2d __ , __ , 34 Cal. Rptr. 368, 375-376 (1963), and cases 

cited therein. If a wi"tness' opinion is strIcken because of reliance upon 

improper considerations, the second sentence of Section 803 assures the witness 

the opportunity to ~ress his opinion ~fter excluding from his consider~tion 

the x:atter detel'Ill1udt<> be improper-, 

,L804. Opinion b~s.=.~?I1}~l2-.l?iot;,.O!~,:!~~~ 91. aDotl:.er. 

Comment. Section 804 is designed to provide protection to a party who is 

confronted with an expert witness who is relying on the opinion Or statement of 

some other person" See the Comment to Section 801 for examples of opinions 

that !lla¥ be based on the statements and opinions of others. In such a 

Situation, a party may find that cross~examination of the witness .Till not reveal 

the weakness in his opinion, for the crucial parts are based on the observations 

or opinions of someone else. Under existing law, it that other person is called 

as a Witness, he is the witness of the party calling him and, therefore, that 

party !lla¥ not subject him to cross-,examination. 

The existing lav oper~tes ~Qf8i~~v, for it unnecessarily restricts meaning. 

ful. cros£-e:><"Wi raticu.- ;-lif;r-ce, Section 804 permits a party to extend his cross-

examination into the underlying bases of the opinion testimony introduced against 

him by calling the authors of opinions and statements relied on by adverse wit. 

nesses and cross~examining them concerning the subject matter of their opinions 

and statements. 

§ 805. Opinion on ultimate is~ 

Comment. Section 805 provides that opinion evidence is not inadmissible 

simply because it relates to an ultimate issue, This subdivision is declarative 

of existing law even though several older cases indicated that an opinion could 

not be received on an ultimate issue, People v. 'iilson. 25 CaL2d 34.1, 349-350, 
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153 P.2d 720, 725 (1944); Wells Trucklrays, Ltd, Vo _ Gebria!!;, 122 Cal., App,2d 

666, 265 P,2d 557 (1954); People vo Ki~, 104 Cal. A~p,2d 298, 231 P.2d 156 

(1951). 

~~~ This sp.::ti~m recodi:'ies cwd supersedes Code of Civil Procedure 

§ 870" Opinion _~.:.£. sani!~ 

COlIlll€ntc' Sectton 8'fO nrovides a SJlecial rule regami.ng the admissibility -_._- . 
of lay opinion tesM.mony as to the mental swi1,y of a person. It is based on 

and supersedes subdivis:i.on 10 of Code of Civil ProcGdure Sec·tion 1870. 

Under subdivision tal Qf Sectioll 870, as under the existing California law, 

intimate acquaintances a.re permitted to testify in the form of an opinion 

regarding the mental sanity vf a ~erson whose sanity is in question" See 

~~ of Rich. 79 Cal." App-2d 22, 179 P_2d 373 (1947)_ Because intimate 

acquaintances have the opportunity to observe and tc become familiar with the 

person whose sanity is in questioll, they ~re uniquely qualified to express an 

opinion concerning that person's sanity, A person who is intilllately acque.inted 

with another probablywou1d satisfy the requirements of Section 800 sufficiently 

to be able to express an opinion concerning that person's sanity even without 

Section 870. However, this is not entirely clear. ThuS;. the inclusion of 

Sec·tion 870 not only makes it quite cle..r that en ir,t1L:ate acquaintance is 

qualified to give an opinion concerning a person's aan:i.ty, but it also precJ.udes 

test~ony in the f0rm of an opinion on this issue by nonexperts who are not 

(" intimate acquaintanceso This limitation on Section 800 in regard tv the 
~ 
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narrc;w issue of mental sanity preserves intact a distinction drawn in the 

existing California law betveen the types of persons vho are competent to testify 

in the form of an opinion concerning a ~erson' s sanity 0 In thus restating 

the existing law, Se~tiou 870 does not disturb the ~resent rule that ~ermits 

persons who are only casual acquaintances to testify as to a person's 

rational or irrational appearance or conduct~~testimony relating the witness' 

observations without resorting to the expression of an opinion per se. See 

Pfingst v. GoettiD;~ .• 96 CaL App,2d 293, 215 Po2d 93 (1950). 

Under subdivision (b), as under existing law, a subscribing witness is 

~ermitted to testifY' in the form of an opinion concerning the mental sanit,y 

of the signer of a writing the validity of which is in dispute. Unlike an 

intimate acquaintance, a subscribing witness might not be able to satisfy the 

literal conditions of Section 800 st'.ffidently to testify in the form of an 

opinion concerning the signer's mental sanity, However, it is the dut,y of a 

subscribing witness to have his "attention drawn to and [to notel the mental 

capacity" of the signer. Estate of McDonough, 200 Cal. 57, 251 Pac. 916 

(1926) (validity of Will),. 

§ 890< Short title. 

Comment. Sec-:;ion 890 is identi~ to and supersedes Code of Civil Pro,~edure 

Section 1980.1. 

§ 891. Interpretation, 

Comment" Section 89l is identical to and supersedes Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1980.2, 
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§ 892. Order for blood tests in civil actions involving ~aternity. 

Comment 0 Se~tion 892 is based on and supersedes Code of Civil Procedure 

section 1980,3, which is restated in this section without substantive change. 

§ 893. Tests made by experts. 

Co~nt. Section 893 is identical to and supersedes Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1980.4. 

§ 894. Compensation Ol experts. 

Comment. Section 894 is identical to and supersedes Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1980.5. 

§ 895. Determination of paternity. 

Comment. Section 895 is identical to and su~ersedes Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1980.6. 

§ 896. Limitation on application in criminal actions. 

Comment. Section 896 is based on and supersedes Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1980.7, which is restated in this section without substantive change. 
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